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Summary 
 

Bingham Research Center at Utah State University (USU) have assisted Utah Division of Air 
Quality (UDAQ) to prepare meteorological modeling outputs for long-persistent inversion event 
associated with winter ozone exceedances in Uinta Basin as part of the State Implementation 
Plan for Ozone (OSIP).   

Within the project scope, USU performed five Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) 
sensitivity tests leveraging the most updated model performance improvements from previous 
USU’s studies and other research groups to simulate inversion layers in the Uinta Basin. One of 
important model improvements made by USU was applying four dimensional data assimilation 
(e.g., observational nudging) with surface and sounding data into WRF simulations. High ozone 
episode of Jan 30th to Feb 11th 2013 was chosen for model period because of data availability 
for nudging and model performance evaluation (MPE) purpose.  We tested model performance 
sensitivity to: i) initialization timing; ii) new hybrid sigma–pressure vertical coordinate in WRF; 
iii) snow initialization with MODIS fine-resolution data and iv) selection of WRF model versions. 
The goal of these tests is to provide UDAQ the best meteorological inputs for their OSIP 
photochemical simulations. 

This report presents MPE results for five sensitivity tests.  We found that impacts of 
initialization timing and hybrid vertical coordinate to be insignificant for model performance in 
simulating inversion layer in Uinta Basin. We recommend using snow initialization with MODIS 
data for OSIP-WRF simulations because of its ability to capture heterogeneous distribution of 
high snow surface albedo in Uinta Basin. Different WRF versions resulted in significantly 
different model performance. WRF version 3.9 outperformed WRF version 4.2 in simulating all 
inversion layer features in this case study. We recommend using WRFv3.9 simulation outputs 
for OSIP photochemical model development because of the followings: 

i) WRFv3.9’s MPE statistic scores for surface quantities passed good model performance 
benchmarks for complex terrain area.  The model was able to simulate low surface 
temperature and low wind speed for inversion days. 

ii) The simulations captured very well stable conditions of the studied period with good 
agreement with observed inversion strengths.   

iii) Shortwave radiation budget which is important for ozone photochemical reactions at 
lower area of Uinta Basin (e.g., Horsepool) was well replicated by WRF version 3.9. 
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1 Introduction 
Utah's Uinta Basin experiences ozone levels that exceed national ambient air quality standards 
during winter when there is enough snow on the ground to build long-persistent inversion 
layers.  High ozone cause adverse impacts on not only human health in the region but also on 
the economic health of rural Uinta Basin communities because the oil and gas industry, which 
accounts for the majority of local economic activity, is targeted by regulatory action to reduce 
ozone.   

Uinta Basin has been designated as marginal nonattainment area for ozone in 2018. Because of 
high ozone during February and March 2019, the Uinta Basin is likely to be changed from a 
marginal to a moderate nonattainment area in the coming years.  This change in designation 
will trigger the requirement for regulators, including Utah Division of Air Quality (UDAQ), to 
configure and apply computer models of winter ozone in the development of an emissions 
reduction plan for the Basin as part of their State Implementation Plan for Ozone (OSIP).  These 
computer models consist of integrated simulations of meteorology, emissions and chemistry.  
Emissions in these models are manipulated to simulate different emissions control strategies, 
and the air quality outcomes of different strategies are assessed to determine the strategies 
relative effectiveness.   

Meteorological model performance strongly affects photochemical model performance in 
simulating weather-triggered ozone exceedances. In Uinta Basin, the typical inversion events 
leading to ozone pollution are associated with the following characteristics which meso-scale 
meteorological models often fail to capture: i) low surface air temperature (T < -5oC), strong 
stratified stability, calm wind (wind speed < 2m/s), clear sky or ice fog resulting strong 
shortwave radiative budget for ozone- forming photochemical reactions. 

Utah State University - Bingham Research Center (USU) has developed methods that result in 
accurate simulations of the meteorology associated with wintertime ozone production in the 
Uinta Basin (Tran et al., 2018; Lyman et al., 2019). UDAQ contracted USU to prepare 
meteorological modeling outputs reproducing long-persistent inversion event associated with 
ozone exceedances observed in 2013 (e.g. January 30th to February 11th). UDAQ will utilize 
these meteorological fields to drive their OSIP photochemical modeling.  

Within the scope of this project, USU performed five sensitivity tests using the most updated 
version of Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF version 4.2; Skamarock et al., 2008) model 
by the time the project started. These tests were designed to: 1) leverage improvements made 
to WRF performance in simulating wintertime inversions in the Uinta Basin from previous 
studies (AECOM, 2013; Neemann et al., 2015; Foster et al., 2017; Tran et al., 2018; Lyman et al., 
2019); 2) test model performance sensitivity with WRF versions; 3) test new WRF model update 
(e.g., vertical hybrid coordinates); and 4) test new findings that might be beneficial for WRF 
model performance improvement such as initialization timing selection (Foster, 2015; Crosman 
and Foster, 2015, per. com.), MODIS-derived snow initial fields (Tran and Tran, 2020). The 
ultimate goal of these sensitivity tests is to provide UDAQ the best meteorological inputs for 
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their OSIP photochemical simulations that account for all up-to-date model performance 
improvements.  

This report presents the model performance evaluation (MPE) of five WRF sensitivity 
simulations for the studied period. Description of model configurations, sensitivity 
experimental design and overview of the MPE approach are described in Section 2. MPE results 
are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 provides conclusions and recommendation of WRF 
sensitivity run with best performance for UDAQ’s OSIP photochemical modeling.  

2 Technical Approach 

2.1 Model Domains and Configurations  
We leveraged the well-tested grid definitions, topography, land use, boundary/initial 
conditions, and physics options for winter weather conditions in Uinta Basin from the previous 
studies (Neemann et al., 2015; Tran et al., 2018; Lyman et al., 2019; Mansfield et al., 2018). 
Tables 1, 2, 3, and Figure 1 describe the details of domain and physic option configurations. The 
4 km domain (domain 2) aligns with UDAQ's WRF PM2.5-SIP model domain horizontally 
(Crosman and Foster, 2016), and its vertical layers follow the Western Air Quality Study's 
(WAQS) model setup, which has fewer layers than UDAQ's WRF PM2.5-SIP domain (37 versus 42 
layers) but provides finer resolution in the lower atmosphere, which is important for 
adequately resolving the inversion layer structure. The 1.3 km domain (domain 3) covers the 
entire Uinta Basin. UDAQ could either down-size this domain or keep it as-is for their future 
OSIP photochemical modeling domain. We had run the Comprehensive Air Quality Model with 
Extensions (CAMx) on this 1.3 km domain for Air Resource Management Strategy 2017 study 
ARMS 2017) at reasonable computational cost (1.5-2 hours to produce one simulated day on 
two University of Utah Center for High-Performance Computing nodes with 128 Gb of memory 
and 48 cores). 

Four Dimensional Data Assimilation (nudging) setups:  

Surface observational nudging for wind and temperature was performed on 1.3 km domain 
using data from the Meteorological Assimilation Data Ingest System (MADIS) with an additional 
inclusion of AirNowTech data at the Ouray and Redwash to better represent Uinta Basin local 
conditions. AECOM (2013) indicated that surface moisture nudging worsened WRF 
performance in Uinta Basin area; therefore, we turned off surface moisture nudging. Nudging 
coefficients for wind and temperature were 4 x 10-4 and 8 x 10-5, respectively. The radius of 
influence was set to 25 km. Nudging coefficients determine how strong and how fast modeled 
values approach observed values. The radius of influence determines the horizontal spreading 
of the nudging influence from the area of measurement to surrounding area. 4 x 10-4 and 25 km 
were recommended by Reen and Dumais (2014) as reasonable nudging values for both 
temperature and wind to produce good model results and maintaining numerical stability. 
USU’s sensitivity tests confirmed these values to be reasonable for WRF nudging case studies in 
January 2013 (Tran et al., 2018; Lyman et al., 2018), yet 4 x 10-4 nudging strength seemed to be 
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too strong for temperature nudging in February 2013 case study. Our sensitivity tests indicated 
that 4 x 10-4 temperature nudging coefficient produced relatively high (up to 5 degree) negative 
biases for February case study. Relaxing nudging strength to the lower value of 8 x 10-5 reduced 
temperature errors, especially at Ouray station (Appendix A-1); therefore, we chose 8 x 10-5 for 
temperature nudging strength in all WRF runs. The nudging time window was set to 40 minutes 
so that nudging starts and ends its influence within one hour.  

Lyman et al. (2018, 2019) indicated that combining sounding nudging with surface nudging 
significantly improved WRF performance in simulating vertical profiles of temperature and 
humidity in Uinta Basin during inversions; hence, reduced warm cloud overestimations and 
shortwave radiation model errors. In this study, sounding nudging for temperature and 
moisture were performed on the 1.3 km with 8 x 10-5 and 4 x 10-4 nudging strength, 
respectively, and 25-km radius of influence for both variables using NOAA-tethersonde vertical 
profiles collected at Ouray and Horsepool. Wind data were not available in the sounding 
dataset and therefore was not nudged into the simulations. Ouray soundings were chosen for 
nudging because Ouray is located at a lower area of the basin, so vertical measurements from 
Ouray capture the entire vertical structure of the inverted atmosphere. Moreover, since 
sounding nudging innovations spread horizontally based on terrain-following pressures (Reen, 
2016), choosing a central site for sounding nudging will enhance nudging impacts to a larger 
surrounding area. Soundings at Horsepool were nudged to capture the rest of the lower 
atmospheric layer that sounding profiles at Ouray did not reach. The default OBSGRID module 
used to process observations into nudging data that can be used by WRF interpolates sounding 
data into initial meteorological files. This process significantly coarsens the vertical resolution of 
sounding data to the resolution of the initial meteorological data set. We used updated WPS 
version 4.2 to utilize the ability of UNGRIB to interpolate data onto finer vertical resolutions, 
allowing OBSGRID to take advantage of the fine vertical resolution of our sounding datasets.  

Table 1. Grid definitions for the WRF preprocessor system. 

Parameter name Parameter value 
Projection Lambert conformal 
Reference latitude 40 N 
Reference longitude -97 W 
Truelat1 33 
Truelat2  45 
Stand_lon  -97 
ref_x 190.5 
ref_y 90.5 
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Table 2. WRF model grid configurations and topographical, land use, and initial/boundary 
conditions. 

Parameters Domain 1 Domain 2 Domain 3  
Grid size (x,y) 201 x 191 253 x 253  298x322  
Vertical levels 37 37 37 

Vertical coordinates Terrain-following Eta 
(non-hybrid) 

Terrain-following Eta 
(non-hybrid) 

Terrain-following Eta 
(non-hybrid) 

Vertical grid spacing 12-16 m in the 
boundary-layer 

12-16 m in the 
boundary-layer 

12-16 m in the 
boundary-layer 

Horizontal resolution 
(km) 12 4 1.33 

Model time step (s) 45 15 5 
Topographic dataset USGS GTOPO30 USGS GTOPO30 USGS GTOPO30 
Land use data set USGS33a USGS33a USGS33a 

Initial and boundary 
conditions NAM-12km 

Continuous updates 
nested from the 12 
km domain 

Continuous updates 
nested from the 4 
km domain 

Top and bottom 
boundary conditions 

- Top: Rayleigh 
dampening for the 
vertical velocity 
- Bottom: physical, 
non-free-slip option 

- Top: Rayleigh 
dampening for the 
vertical velocity 
- Bottom: physical, 
non-free-slip option 

- Top: Rayleigh 
dampening for the 
vertical velocity 
- Bottom: physical, 
non-free-slip option 

Veg parm table 
variables modified 
for winter 
simulations  

SNUP, MAXALB SNUP, MAXALB SNUP, MAXALB 

Snow cover 
initialization 

- SNODAS 
- Linear obs. analysis 
for Uinta Basin 
(Neemann et al., 
2015) 

- SNODAS 
- Linear obs. analysis 
for Uinta Basin 
(Neemann et al., 
2015) 

- SNODAS 
- Linear obs. analysis 
for Uinta Basin 
(Neemann et al., 
2015) 

aUSGS33 is the modified version of USGS27 following Neemann et al., 2015 to distinguish low 
from high intensity residential land-use categories for Uinta Basin. 
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Table 3. Physics options used in WRF. 

WRF Treatment Option Selected 
Microphysics Thompson 

Longwave radiation RRTMG 

Shortwave radiation RRTMG 
Land surface model (LSM) NOAH 
Planetary boundary layer (PBL) 
scheme 

MYJ 

Cumulus parameterization Kain-Fritsch in the 12 km domains. None in the 4 and 1.3 
km domain. 

Analysis nudging None 
Observational Nudging - Surface nudging applied to wind and temperature in the 

1.3 km domains 
- Sounding nudging applied to temperature and moisture 
with NOAA Tethersonde data at Ouray and Horsepool in 
the 1.3 km domain.  

 

 

 
Figure 1. WRF OSIP domains. Black dots indicate stations included in AMET-MPE. Red stars indicate 
Ouray, Horsepool and Roosevelt locations included in other MPE analysis. 
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2.2 Model period selection 

We chose winter 2013 for modeling year to leverage intensive surface and sounding 
measurement database available for nudging and MPE. Figure 2 shows all inversion episodes 
associated with elevated ozone concentrations during winter 2013 in Unita Basin. The episode 
of January 30th 0MST to February 10th 23MST covered the inversion starting (Jan 30-31st), build-
up (Feb 1st-7th), and ending (Feb 8-10th) of a distinct high ozone event in the Uinta Basin when 
NOAA-tethersonde vertical profiles are available for nudging; therefore, was chosen for model 
period. 

To cover this period, we performed WRF simulations from January 29th 12UTC to February 11th 
23UTC 2013.  The first 12 hours of this period served as spin-up time and were discarded from 
MPE analysis.  

 

 
Figure 2. Observed ozone concentrations January – March 2013. Time in MST. 

2.3 Sensitivity experimental design 

The project entails five sensitivity tests: 

1) Reference run (REF): model configurations and improvements are described in Section 
2.1. We performed REF continuously over the entire model period of January 29th 
12UTC to February 11th 23UTC 2013 without reinitialization every 5 days. 

2) 5-day reinitialization run (REIN) was configured similarly with REF except that the batch 
was reinitialized with NAM-12km data every 5 days as conventional setup for WRF 
simulations. This test was designed to examine the sensitivity of initialization timing on 
model performance. Foster (2015) recommended to avoid reinitializing WRF simulations 
in the center of an inversion period in Utah-basin cold air pools. However, Foster (2015) 
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did not apply nudging in their simulations. Our hypothesis is that model performance is 
not sensitive to initialization timing when observational nudging is applied.  

3) Hybrid sigma–pressure coordinate run (HYBRID) was configured similarly with REF 
except newer vertical coordinate was used instead of traditional terrain-following sigma 
coordinate. Hybrid coordinate was implemented in newer WRF versions to overcome 
numerical errors caused by influences of the steep topography on the coordinate 
surfaces over complex terrain area (Park et al., 2016; Park et al., 2019). We compared 
HYBRID with REF to examine whether hybrid-coordinate improved WRF performance in 
simulating inversion layer in Uinta Basin.   

4) MODIS-snow initialization run (MODIS) was configured exactly like REF except the 
SNODAS and observation-derived snow initial fields used in REF were substituted by 
MODIS-derived snow water equivalent and surface/snow albedo data available at 
500m-gridded resolution. We developed a tool to re-grid MODIS data onto our 1.3-km 
domain. This test was designed to examine impacts of MODIS snow data on model 
performance in simulating surface albedo and other inversion layer features.  

5) WRF version test run (WRFv3.9) was configured exactly like MODIS but with older WRF 
version 3.9 instead of version 4.2. Lyman et al. (2018) indicated that the model 
performance in simulating warm cloud species was sensitive to WRF versions. In their 
sensitivity tests, WRFv3.9 yielded significantly less warm cloud than WRF version 3.5 
with same model configurations (also see Appendix A-2). WRF version 3.9 were also 
well-tested to produce good model performance in simulating various features of 
inversion layer in Uinta Basin with appropriate nudging technique applied (Lyman et al., 
2018, 2019; Mansfield et al., 2018). This test was designed to examine whether newer 
WRF version 4.2 improves or worsens model performance.  

2.4 Overview of MPE Approach 

Model performance evaluation was performed for conventional surface meteorological 
parameters using quantitative analysis - an evaluation approach used in Western State Air 
Quality Study (UNC and ENVIRON, 2014; Bowden et al., 2015) and in ARMS 2017 study 
(Mansfield et al., 2018). The Atmospheric Model Evaluation Tool (AMET) developed by Appel et 
al. (2013) for USEPA was used to produce statistical metrics and graphic plots for quantitative 
analysis of surface meteorological parameters. AMET calculated conventional statistic metrics 
such as model bias, mean absolute error (MAE), root mean square error (RMSE), correlation 
summaries of 2-m temperature (T), 2-m water mixing ratio (Q) and 10-m wind speed/direction 
averaged over model period on 1.33km domain. These metrics were compared to a set of 
standard model performance benchmarks to evaluate WRF performance. The standard 
benchmarks include ”simple” and “complex” benchmarks developed by UNC and ENVIRON 
(2014) through an extensive review of relevant studies (Emery et al., 2001; Kemball-Cook et al., 
2005; McNally, 2009). Simple and complex benchmarks indicate good model performance for 
flat terrain/simple meteorological conditions and complex terrain/complicated meteorological 
conditions, respectively. Complex benchmarks, therefore, are more appropriate for evaluating 
WRF performance in simulating winter weather conditions in Utah, generally and Uinta Basin, 
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specifically because of complex terrain and complicated meteorological situations associated 
with winter inversions in those areas.  AMET-derived time series and diurnal plots were also 
included in evaluation discussion and Appendix. Locations of monitoring stations included in 
AMET analysis were indicated in Figure 1.  

Besides AMET analysis for surface meteorological parameters, we also performed MPE for: i) 
inversion strength and vertical mixing; ii) radiation and cloudiness. 

Surface inversion strength was quantified by the temperature change in oC over the first 100m 
followed similar calculation of surface inversion strength by New South Wales EPA (2014) (e.g., 
vertical temperature gradient also known as the lapse rate). Our simulated and observed 
inversion strengths were calculated using lapse rates (i.e., linear regression coefficients 
between T and altitudes) from the surface to 100m AGL. Negative lapse rate indicated 
temperature inversion (T increases with height).  

We examined simulated vertical mixing by plotting wind arrows including vertical wind 
component and vertical diffusion coefficients calculated by WRFCAMX processor using WRF 
outputs throughout Uinta Basin both horizontally and vertically.  

Simulated cloud cover was calculated as column-sum water cloud mixing ratio over Uinta Basin. 
We used MODIS satellite images available at Worldview (NASA, 2015) for qualitative 
comparison with the simulated cloud patterns. MODIS Terra images are available at 18UTC 
(11MST) for the Uinta Basin area.  

3 MPE results 

3.1 MPE for conventional surface meteorological parameters 

Table 4 shows conventional statistic scores of all sensitivity runs in comparison with benchmark 
values for model performance evaluation. The reference run (REF) yielded very good 
performance in simulating humidity and wind field with statistic scores passing the more 
stringent benchmark for simple terrain area, except wind direction MAE passed the complex 
terrain performance benchmarks. REF was capable to capture very low wind speed (0-2m/s) 
during the studied inversion period, which is important feature for photochemical simulations 
under stagnant conditions. On the other hand, REF consistently underestimated surface 
temperature averaged over entire UB with the bias and MAE of -3.9 and 3.9 degree, 
respectively, which failed performance benchmarks. However, ozone concentrations were 
found to be insensitive to temperature differences within the negative temperature ranges 
(Rasmussen et al, 2012; Belan et al., 2017), the impacts of such temperature error in REF on 
photochemical simulations would be likely small. According to these two studies, during winter 
periods when temperature was less than 0oC, the observed ozone concentration changes 
(ΔC_ozone) only varied between 0-1.5ppb increments per 1oC temperature changes (ΔT).  

Figure 3 shows diurnal cycles of hourly biases and MAE averaged over entire studied period for 
surface parameters produced by REF. While REF model performance in simulating wind speed 
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and directions were relatively same throughout the day, the model captured night-time 
temperature and moisture (6-15UTC or 11PM-8AM MST) better than during day-time hours.  

Reinitializing WRF simulations after every 5 days yielded slightly smaller biases/errors for all 
parameters compared to REF (Table 2). Figure 4 presents time-series of T, Q and wind 
simulated by REIN in comparison with REF and observed values. Since both REF and REIN 
simulations were nudged toward observations, the impact of reinitialization were limited within 
the first 24-hr of the 5-day batch. REIN predicted higher T and Q than REF for Feb 4 and Feb 9 as 
the starting dates of reinitialized periods. The two runs yielded very similar results afterward. 
We conclude that when nudging is applied, model performance in simulating inversion episode 
was not sensitive to initialization timing. 

Applying hybrid-coordinate system in WRF simulations yielded almost identical results of REF in 
simulating surface meteorological parameters (Table 4 and Figure 5). Our comparison of the 
two runs in simulating inversion strength and shortwave radiation in the following sections also 
support our conclusion that hybrid-coordination’s impacts on model performance in simulating 
inversion layer in Uinta Basin was insignificant.   

Applying MODIS-derived snow water equivalent and albedo initial field instead of SNODAS 
(outside UB) and station-based observed snow data (average over entire UB) also resulted in 
very similar model performance in simulating surface parameters with REF (Table 4 and Figure 
6). However, MODIS captured the heterogeneous distribution of albedo throughout the basin 
with higher albedo values on the east side of the basin better than REF (Figure 8). Lyman and 
Tran (2015) showed higher ozone concentrations observed on the east side of the basin than 
the west side in winter 2013, suggesting albedo heterogeneous distribution in the basin might 
play a role; therefore, a good model should be able to capture that feature. We conclude that 
MODIS-derived snow initial fields are good substitutions for station-based observed snow 
values for Uinta Basin because: 1) MODIS data is available at fine grid-resolution (500m) over 
entire model domain; whereas, station-based observations are available at only few stations 
(less than 10) throughout the basin and 2) MODIS data is available for almost any studied 
periods rather than this case study. 

Selection of WRF model versions resulted in noticeably different model performances (Table 4 
and Figure 7). Switching from WRF version 4.2 as in REF back to its older version 3.9 led to 
significantly improved model performance in simulating surface parameters with smaller model 
errors for T, Q and wind than REF. WRFv3.9’s temperature model error reduced 33% compared 
to REF error. MAE of T simulated by WRFv3.9 even passed the complex terrain benchmark. 
While REF underestimated wind speed of stormy days at the beginning and ending of the 
studied period, WRFv3.9 was able to capture this transitioning feature between mixing and 
stable conditions of the entire high ozone episode (Figure 7 – wind speed panel).  
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Table 4. 2m-temperature (T2), mixing ratio (Q2), wind direction (WD) and wind speed (WS) average 
bias, MAE and RMSE averaged over MADIS sites in Uinta Basin on 1.3-km domain for the studied 
period.  Blue and red indicate values beyond the defined threshold values for “simple” and “complex” 
terrain-metrological conditions, respectively. 

Jan 30th – Feb 11th 
Domain 1.3km 

Bias/MAE Bias/RMSE 
T2 
(K) 

Q2  
(g/kg) 

WD* 
(deg.) 

WS 
(m/s) 

SIP_REF -3.9/3.9 -0.22/0.36 -1.4/68 -0.39/1.00 
SIP_REIN -3.5/3.6 -0.12/0.31 -1.1/68 -0.33/0.99 
SIP_HYBRID -3.8/3.8 -0.18/0.34 -2.8/68 -0.31/1.00 
SIP_MODIS -3.9/3.9 -0.20/0.35 -2.2/68 -0.34/1.00 
SIP_WRFv3.9 -2.1/2.6 0.09/0.31 -0.5/60 0.07/1.10 
Simple terrain std. ±0.5/2 ±0.5/1 ±5/40 ±0.5/2 
Complex terrain std. ±1/3 ±1/2 ±10/80 ±1/3 

*statistic scores of wind direction (WD) were extracted from summary plots in the Appendix, scores for other 
parameters are from time series plots in Figures 4-7. 

 
Figure 3. Diurnal cycles of 2m-temperature, mixing ratio and 10m wind speed/direction standard 
deviation, MAE and bias over Uinta Basin simulated by REF. REIN, HYBRID, MODIS and WRFv3.9 
yeilded very similar plots; therefore, not shown. 
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Figure 4. Uinta Basin-wide average observation-model time series of mixing ratio, temperature, wind 
speed and wind direction on 1.3km domain simulated by REF vs. REIN. 
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Figure 5. Uinta Basin-wide average observation-model time series of mixing ratio, temperature, wind 
speed and wind direction on 1.3km domain simulated by REF vs. HYBRID. 
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Figure 6. Uinta Basin-wide average observation-model time series of mixing ratio, temperature, wind 
speed and wind direction on 1.3km domain simulated by REF vs. MODIS. 
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Figure 7. Uinta Basin-wide average observation-model time series of mixing ratio, temperature, wind 
speed and wind direction on 1.3km domain simulated by REF vs. WRFv3.9. 
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Figure 8. Surface albedo simulated by REF vs. MODIS. Data was averaged for daytime hours between 
10AM-16PM over entire studied period.  

3.2 Inversion strength and vertical mixing 

Figure 9 shows inversion strength at Horsepool site simulated by REF in comparison with 
WRFv3.9 and observed values. Inversion strength simulated by REIN, HYBRID and MODIS runs 
were almost identical with REF (Appendix C). The discussion in this section therefore only 
focuses on comparison between REF and WRFv3.9 performance. 

Throughout studied period, WRFv3.9 consistently yielded stronger inversion strengths which 
agreed better with observations than REF’s prediction (Figure 9). Both two runs generally 
captured well the evolution of observed inversion strengths from the beginning to the end of 
the studied period. However, REF failed to capture strong stable conditions (large negative 
lapse rates) during Feb 1st and 2nd while WRFv3.9 performed very well for Feb 1st. WRFv3.9 
performance in Feb 2nd was worse than in Feb 1st but still agreed better with observed values 
than REF (e.g., WRFv3.9 predicted more stable conditions than REF for this day).  

Surface inversion strength determines how strong vertical mixing is within boundary layer, 
which directly affect surface pollutant concentrations simulated by photochemical models using 
WRF-meteorological inputs. Vertical mixing in photochemical simulations (e.g., CAMx) include 
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two components: 1) advection, which is driven by vertical wind velocity and 2) diffusion, which 
is driven by turbulence. Larger vertical wind components and diffusion coefficient values 
indicate stronger vertical mixing. In this case study with MYJ-PBL scheme chosen for boundary 
layer parameterization, diffusion coefficients (kv, m2/s) were prepared for CAMx simulations by 
WRFCAMX processor as a function of by turbulence kinetic energy (“TKE”) and mixing length 
(“EL”) simulated by WRF. Figure 10 shows day-time vertical mixing represented as vertical 
advection (wind arrows) and WRFCAMX-derived kv simulated by REF in comparison with 
WRFv3.9 for Feb 1st over Uinta Basin both horizontally and vertically. REF indicated more mixing 
for both vertical advection (bigger arrows) and diffusion (larger kv) than WRFv3.9, which is 
consistent with inversion strength comparison result. Same analysis for Feb 2nd (Appendix D) 
also indicated more mixing conditions simulated by REF than by WRFv3.9. More mixing in REF 
than WRFv3.9 could result in over-diluting ozone in the boundary layer through vertically, 
which then contribute to underprediction of surface ozone concentrations in photochemical 
simulations. 

  

 
Figure 9. Inversion strength at Horsepool simulated by REF (red), WRFv3.9 (dash blue) and observed 
(black diamonds). Feb 1st-2nd period is highlighted in orange circle to indicate period when REF failed 
to capture inversion strength. Observed data were from NOAA_tethersonde measurements. 
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Figure 10. Surface (left) and West-East cross-section (right) of vertical diffusivity (kv) resulted from REF 
(top) and WRFv3.9 (bottom) average over day time hours (10AM-16PM MST) on Feb 1st 2013. Arrows 
indicate wind vector as sum of zonal and vertical wind components. Vertical wind velocity was scaled 
up 100 times to show circulation patterns. 
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3.3 Radiation and cloud 

Figure 11 shows MPE of hourly total (upward + downward) shortwave radiation at Roosevelt 
and Horsepool over the studied period as in REF and WRFv3.9. REIN, HYBRID and MODIS runs 
yielded very similar results with REF (Appendix E). Our discussion therefore focuses in 
comparing REF versus WRFv3.9 performance. At Horsepool, REF underestimated shortwave 
radiation for three inversion days (e.g., Feb 2nd, 4th and 5th); whereas, WRFv3.9 consistently 
predicted higher shortwave radiation which agreed well with the observations than REF. At 
Roosevelt, both simulations underestimated radiation for Feb 1st, 2nd, 4th and 5th suggesting that 
WRF might over-predict cloudiness over this site that blocks the radiation to reach the surface.  

Figure 12 presents column-sum warm cloud species (QCLOUD) simulated by REF and WRFv3.9 
in comparison with MODIS satellite images captured at 18UTC (11MST) for days when REF and 
WRFv3.9 resulted in most different cloud patterns and shortwave radiation fluxes. Cold cloud 
species (QICE) simulated by WRF varied from zero to two order of magnitude less than warm 
cloud species; therefore, not included in this analysis. WRFv3.9 generally predicted less cloud 
than REF for all days, which explained for better model performance in simulating shortwave 
radiation budget. WRFv3.9 captured well the clear-sky over Uinta Basin during Jan 31st while 
REF failed to do so. Both simulations did not capture the low ice-fog at the center of the basin 
as shown in MODIS images in Feb 2nd and Feb 7 but yielded warm cloud species instead. This 
indicated that the standard Thompson cloud physic parameterization is not capable of 
simulating warm/cold cloud phase shifting over Uinta Basin area. 
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Figure 11. Time series of total shortwave radiation fluxed (upward+downward) at Horsepool (top) and 
Roosevelt (bottom) simulated by REF (red), WRFv3.9 (dash blue) and observed data (black). X-axis 
indicates Date/Time 2013 in UTC. 
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Figure 12. Simulated column-sum cloud water mixing ratio 18UTC (11MST). Right-most were MODIS-
cloud satellite images shot at the same time. Blue and red stars indicate locations of Roosevelt and 
Horsepool, respectively.  
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4 Conclusion and Recommendation 
In this study we performed five WRF sensitivity tests to find the best model configurations that 
are capable to simulate the typical features of inversion period associated with high ozone 
event in Uinta Basin during winter 2013.  Such features include: i) low surface air temperature 
(T < -5oC), strong stratified stability, calm wind (wind speed < 2m/s), clear sky or ice fog 
resulting strong shortwave radiative budget for ozone- forming photochemical reactions. The 
studied period spans over Jan 30th - Feb 11th 2013 to cover one distinct high ozone event from 
inversion start to inversion end date. To overcome common errors found in default WRF 
configurations in simulating Uinta Basin strong inversion layer Uinta Basin such as 
overestimations of surface temperature, wind speed, cloud formation and vertical mixing, we 
applied observational nudging using both surface data and vertical profiles available for the 
studied period.  

Reference (REF) simulations were designed following the well-tested model configurations for 
Uinta Basin winter conditions. REF was run with WRF version 4.2 continuously over the entire 
period without reinitialization in between. REF produced very good model performance in 
simulating surface humidity and wind field but underestimated surface temperature with 
model errors of 3.9 degree failing performance benchmark, although at the negative 
temperature ranges such error likely lead to minor impact on ozone chemistry. REF also 
struggled with warm cloud overpredictions and underpredicted shortwave radiation budget for 
few inversion days.  

REIN yielded very similar performance with REF indicating selection of model initialization 
timing is not important for model performance when observational nudging is applied. The 
effect of reinitialization dissipated after the first 24 hours of simulation batch. 

Newer hybrid sigma–pressure coordinate did not make any significant differences in model 
performance regarding simulating surface parameters, 100m-inversion strength and surface 
shortwave radiation budget in comparison with the traditional terrain-following vertical 
coordinate in REF. The impacts of hybrid coordinate were shown to confine at upper-level 
atmosphere at the altitude of 8km above the ground and higher (Park et al., 2019; Beck et al., 
2020).  Our analysis in this study focuses on model performance in simulating surface inversion 
layer isolated from the air above; therefore, revealed negligible differences between the two 
vertical coordinate systems. 

Utilizing MODIS snow water equivalent and surface albedo for snow initialization resulted in 
heterogeneous albedo distribution throughout Uinta Basin over the studied period, with higher 
albedo values on the east side of the basin where higher ozone concentrations were observed.  
We recommend using this database for snow initial fields in Uinta Basin instead of assuming 
homogenous snow parameters for the entire basin by averaging measured snow quantities 
collected at few monitoring sites.  
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WRF older version (v3.9) yielded significant model improvement for all assessed parameters 
including surface T, Q, wind, inversion strength, vertical mixing, cloudiness and shortwave 
radiation compared to newer version 4.2 used in REF. According to WRF version 4.2 release 
notes (https://github.com/wrf-model/WRF/releases), there were numerous changes made in 
WRFv4.2 compared to its previous versions that make it is very difficult to identify what 
changes led to model performance differences between version 3.9 and version 4.2. Such task 
is outside of the scope of this study which focuses on developing model configurations that 
capture well inversion layer structures triggering elevated ozone concentrations in Uinta Basin. 
For that purpose, we recommend using WRFv3.9 simulation outputs for OSIP photochemical 
model development because of the followings: 

iv) WRFv3.9 statistic scores for surface quantities passed good model performance 
benchmarks for complex terrain area.   The model was able to simulate low surface 
temperature and low windspeed for inversion days. 

v) The simulations captured very well stable conditions of the studied period with high 
level of agreement with observed inversion strengths.   

vi) Shortwave radiation budget which is important for ozone photochemical reactions 
at lower area of Uinta Basin (e.g., Horsepool) was well replicated by WRFv3.9. 

https://github.com/wrf-model/WRF/releases
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Appendix  
A-1. Time series of temperature at 2m above the ground at Ouray station simulated by No-
nudging (green), Nudging with temperature nudging coefficient of 4 x 10-4 (blue) and  
8 x 10-5 (red) in comparison with observed data (black). X-axis indicates Date/Time 2013 in 
UTC.  

 
A-2. Time series of column-summed cloud water mixing ratio averaged over Uinta Basin 
simulated by WRF version 3.5 (red) and WRF version 3.9 (green). X-axis indicates Date/Time 
2013 in UTC.  
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B-1. Model performance statistics for Wind Direction simulated by REF 
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B-2. Model performance statistics for Wind Direction simulated by REIN 
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B-3. Model performance statistics for Wind Direction simulated by HYBRID 
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B-4. Model performance statistics for Wind Direction simulated by MODIS 
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B-5. Model performance statistics for Wind Direction simulated by WRFv3.9 
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C. Inversion strength at Horsepool simulated by REF (red) in comparison with REIN, HYBRID, MODIS 
(dash blue) and observed (black diamonds).Observed data were from NOAA_tethersonde 
measurements. 
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D. Surface (left) and West-East cross-section (right) of vertical diffusivity (kv) resulted from REF (top) 
and WRFv3.9 (bottom) average over day time hours (10AM-16PM MST) on Feb 2nd 2013. Arrows 
indicate wind vector as sum of zonal and vertical wind components. Vertical wind velocity was scaled 
up 100 times to show circulation patterns. 
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E-1. Shortwave radiation (upward + downward) at Horsepool simulated by REIN, HYBRID, 
MODIS (blue lines) in comparison with REF (red line) and observation (black line) 
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E-2. Shortwave radiation (upward + downward) at Roosevelt simulated by REIN, HYBRID, 
MODIS (blue lines) in comparison with REF (red line) and observation (black line) 
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